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THE QUIET WORD

Dates for the Diary
Sunday Meeting for Worship 10:45 at all Leeds Meetings with exception of Ilkley which is at
10:30am and fortnightly house Meetings at Otley: Visitors at our Meetings are most
welcome. If you have any difficulties about finding the venue please telephone David
Robson on 0113 318 8084
Saturday 21st July LAQM Coach Outing to the National Arboretum
August
Saturday 3rd Bradford Faith Trail 10.30am – 3.45pm
10.30am St Peter’s Church, 651 Leeds Road BD3 8EL
11.30am Shree Lakshmi Narayan Hindu Temple, 321 Leeds Road BD3 9LS
12.30pm Abu Bakar Masjid, 38 Steadman Terrace BD3 9ND
1.30pm Guru Gobind Singh Ji Gurdwara, Off Leeds Road BD3 9JN (lunch stop)
3pm Bradford Cathedral, 1 Stott Hill, BD1 4EH
Friday 9th Hiroshima & Nagasaki Commemorative Event 10.30am – 11.30am
Poetry and readings, paper ‘peace cranes’, wreath laying by the Lord Mayor of Leeds in Park
Square Garden
Sunday 11th Bradford Interfaith Prayer for Peace 7pm
On the 11th of each month at the Khidmat Centre, Spencer Road, Bradford BD7 2EU
Dates for Light Group Meetings at Adel are
Saturday August 10th at 10am
Saturday September 7th at 10am
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Wednesday October 2nd at 7.30pm for Quaker Week.
Everyone is welcome.
Provisional Quaker Week Programme 2013
Saturday 21st September – LAQM coach trip to the National Arboretum and the new
Quaker Peace memorial. Departing 9.30am from Adel and 10am from Carlton Hill and
returning to Leeds for 6pm.
Saturday 28th Leeds Quaker Cycle Ride in aid of PAFRAS departing Carlton Hill 9.30am
via Leeds Canal and Rodley Nature reserve to Rawdon Meeting for lunch then departing
Rawdon at 1pm for a quick drink at Adel QMH, then via Eccup reservoir before arriving at
Roundhay QMH at about 4pm.
Saturday 28th at Roundhay QMH an Open Day between 2:30pm and 5pm; with a charity
stall, bookstall, children’s’ activities, refreshments, video showings and a Graffiti Wall.
Sunday 29th at Rawdon QMH The Harmony Choir will lead the workshop at which
everyone will be encouraged to sing. It is hoped to raise a considerable amount of money for
PAFRAS.
Wed. 2nd October at Ilkley QMH a one-woman play by Lynn Morris of Stourbridge
Meeting, entitled “Lover of Souls” – it’s described as a dramatic evocation of the life of the
17th-century Quaker Elizabeth Hooton.
Wed 2nd at Adel QMH there will be a ‘light group’ meeting – experience the worship
experience of early Quakers
Thursday 3rd Oct at Carlton Hill. Quaker Quest evening with refreshments at 6.30pm and a
7pm start
Saturday 5th Quaker Quest at Roundhay – a full day of spiritual exploration for anyone
wanting to discover more about Quakers, especially for those who have never been to a
Quaker Meeting before. .
Sunday 6th October at Rawdon QMH. Rawdon Quakers will be hosting an Amnesty
concert at 7.30pm – Juliet Welchman and Annett Saunders – a superb cello and piano duo,
whose sublime technical mastery and sensitive interaction go to the heart of whatever music
they play.
If you have any contributions for the Quiet Word please send them to the editor, Ben Wood
at punkrainbow@hotmail.co.uk.

Quakers greet Lords’ support for equal marriage

Quakers in Britain greeted with joy the Lords’ overwhelming support for the Marriage (Same
Sex Couples) Bill at Third Reading. Paul Parker, recording clerk for Quakers in Britain said,
“This brings us tantalisingly close to legal recognition for same-sex marriages in our Quaker
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meetings.” MPs review the Bill tomorrow and Royal Assent could follow shortly. The new
law applies in England and Wales; legislation follows in Scotland.
Quakers have been discussing sexuality for fifty years and four years ago agreed to seek a
change in the law so that same-sex and opposite-sex couples could marry in Quaker
meetings. Welcoming the historic vote, Paul Parker said: “We relish the freedom to express
our faith by treating all our committed couples in the same way. This is because of our deeply
held belief that we see the light of God in everyone which leads us to respect the inherent
worth of each individual and each loving relationship.”
Quakers have supported moves towards equal marriage, along with Unitarians and Free
Christians, and Liberal and Reformed Judaism. “The voice of minority faith groups has been
heard on this,” said Paul Parker. “We respect others who do not yet share our view. For
Quakers, this is a matter of religious freedom.”

4TH of July: Remembering the Brave

A relative of one of the WW1 conscientious objectors held prisoner at Richmond Castle was
among those commemorating their plight in north Yorkshire on the 4th of July. At the start of
a four day walk to protest against the ‘American Spy base’ at Menwith Hill, the Northern
Friends Peace Board held a short silent meeting which Marjorie Gaudie, whose father-in-law
Norman was one of the ‘Richmond 16’, attended. In May 1916, the 16 men were taken from
Richmond against their will to an army camp in northern France where they were due to be
shot for refusing to obey orders while on active service. Just before the death sentence was
due to be carried out, Kitchener died suddenly and the sentence was commuted to ten years
hard labour by the Prime Minister, Asquith. The link below is of a slideshow which includes
interviews with some of those present on the day and there are also longer versions of the
interviews from the castle: http://richmond.n0tice.com/report/399732/slideshow-sights-andsounds-from-the-peace-action-at-richmond-castle#.UecUtKxkGqm
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Guest Editorial: The Solitary Tree
When I look at the world, it sometimes seems to me as if every man were a tree in the
wilderness, and God had no one in his world save him alone, and he had none he could turn
to, save God alone.
I knew a Friend who defined a stark, existentially charged approach to God, one as an
ultimate endeavour to reach out towards something, in a mixture of hope and despair. He
found God to be bitterly absent from his life, and yet lovingly, if scarcely, there. For some,
theology is an exercise in disappointment. The world of friendship and interaction can often
feel numb to the quieter inner reality that is isolation from others. A solitary tree, thrust out
into the wilderness, seems to be the most fitting metaphor for such existential seclusion. We
are presented with the ultimate, starkest definition of God: that which remains after all else is
stripped away. Judaism appears to me as a religion with a strong existential core.
It is not individualistic, because the teaching recognises our interdependency. But the
stress is on how each life is a world, with differences so radical that it is almost entirely of its
own, hence the famous lines from the Talmud: ‘And whoever saves a life, it is considered as
if he saved an entire world.’ We could interpret this anecdote as a harsh and overly
individualistic view of the world. It could imply that humans are isolated and divided one
against the other, remaining permanently alone and filled with absence. So where is
community in all this? What about interpersonal relationships? We might like to think of
seizing this loneliness, thrusting it at others and at God – against the Other.
This and the Talmud excerpt could be seen as defining the wholly-nothingness within
each of us that paradoxically brings us together. Judaism manages to carry its own apparent
contradiction: the ultimate yet implicit recognition of isolation in others. In other words,
someone by definition has to be the ‘recogniser’ of another’s isolation, and thus a light is cast
on the human that is struggling, bare and bleak. Or as my proof-reader (and mum!) wrote to
me in an email: ‘each person a unique world but related to all the other ‘worlds’ – the story
represents the preciousness of life’.
During my first visit to Woodbrooke, I came across Buber’s collection of Hasidic
sayings in the library (Ten Rungs: Collected Hasidic Sayings) which is listed below. It
seemed appropriate to be brought to Hasidism in such a setting. The same feeling of warmth
and familiarity can be found when a very close friend introduces you to someone who later
has a similarly powerful influence on one’s life. This metaphorical figure of Quakerism
seemed admirably bold in pushing me in the direction of a related, but nevertheless different
tradition. The Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre is surrounded by the most magnificent trees.
The silver beech’s throbbing spindliness, the uncanny eucalyptus, the noisy bark of the dawn
redwood. It wrapped up a touching few days of serendipity, when I felt alone yet hopeful,
with someone or something to reach towards, however desperately.
-- Pascal Ansell, Carlton Hill Meeting pascalansell@gmail.com This anecdote is taken
from Martin Buber’s Ten Rungs: Collected Hasidic Sayings (Routledge, 2002) which is
waiting for you in the Woodbrooke library!
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The Leeds Jewish Quaker Dialogue Group

Minute 6 of Leeds Area Quaker Meeting in December 2011 set out the basis for
responding to an invitation from Leeds Jewish Community regarding the Quaker Boycott of
West Bank Settlement Products. It stated that we have received an invitation to have a dialog
with the Leeds Jewish Community from Simon Phillips, the Jewish representative on the
Concord Executive Committee (Leeds Interfaith Group). Simon has contacted our co-clerk,
Robert Keeble by e-mail stating ‘there is a degree of disquiet amongst the community on the
subject of the current Quaker boycott of Israeli goods and I feel that an open but friendly
dialogue will be worthwhile, not only in terms of sharing our views on the Middle East, but
also in a broader sense of enriching the relationship between our two communities, both of
which are committed to peace and understanding’.
A small group was been set up to meet with Simon and other members of the Jewish
Community. An initial meeting between Martin Schweiger who co-ordinates the Leeds
Quaker group and Simon Philips and Linzi Marks established that there were sensitivities that
needed to be managed. We felt it best not to start off with a discussion about the boycott but
to have a series of trust building meetings first.
These trust building meetings were fascinating for the participants as they covered such
topics as earliest awareness of religious identity, importance of food in faith, role of worship
in our lives, managing differences within our own communities, marking special days and
times, what did the Quakers know of Israel and Zionism and Quaker decision making and
discernment. We also have participated in visits and meals at Sinai Synagogue and Roundhay
Quaker Meeting. The 2012 CONCORD Walk of Friendship started at Roundhay Meeting
and finished at the United Hebrew Congregation Synagogue on Shadwell Lane.
We have begun to explore our thoughts about the boycott by hearing each others’ views. Our
Jewish colleagues have given us some understanding of the complex diversity of the Jewish
Community in Leeds and the even more complex situation in Israel. There is no more a
standard Jewish view of the situation than there is a standard Quaker view. However it is
clear that many Leeds Jews do feel that the boycott is hurtful and done without adequate
understanding. We have reflected that Quakers feel a need to stand up for the oppressed and
that the balance is currently strongly tilted against the Palestinians. We heard a story of a
Palestinian teenager who was shocked when she met friendly and hospitable Jews, she had
only previously encountered soldiers and militant settlers.
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The group realises that much as we would like to bring peace to Israel and the Middle East it
is not in our gift. However we do see a value in continuing to work together so we may in
some small way facilitate a better outcome. We are planning to meet with a group of Leeds
Jews who are talking to a small group of Muslims in the city so we can compare notes and
see if there are wider opportunities. We also recommend to Leeds Area Quaker Meeting that
Simon Philips and other Leeds Jews are invited to a future Leeds Area Quaker Meeting. This
would not be to discuss the boycott but arranged so they can share with us on a wider basis
what it is like to be Jewish in Leeds in 2013 /2014.
Martin Schweiger
9 July 2013

Narratives of Loss: the Effects of Separation.
The second Leeds Quaker Criminal Justice Saturday seminar was again well attended by
Friends and others. The speakers’ thought provoking presentations, on the effects of
separation, stimulated a lively discussion. All three speakers stressed the importance of
creating narratives, allowing people in difficult situations to talk, to tell their story. In the
cases of incarcerated teenage fathers this was both part of education and rehabilitation as well
as feeding into long-term research for policy making. In the, often not unrelated, quandaries
around taking children into social care it was part of a process of fact finding to support
decision making. For people whose loved ones seemed to have vanished off the face of the
earth it was about the comfort of remembering.
Sarah, a volunteer from the charity Missing People described the difficulties experienced by
the people left behind. Missing People use social media, printed posters and leaflets
distributed by volunteers to attempt to try to find the missing person. 250,000 people go
missing in the UK every year, 76% are found within 48 hours and 99% within a year. About
2,500 people nationwide each year are never found and their relatives and friends are in need
of support. They live in limbo, suffering a mix of emotions, sadness, anger, guilt and hope,
often on top of physical or mental ill health and problems with other family relationships.
Many are unable to move on, unable to grieve for someone dead because they may still be
alive. Missing People provide a 24/7 telephone listening line to relatives.* Recovery, or
simply coping is related to support from family, friends and neighbours as well as an
individual’s personality and their faith.
Professor Bren Neale, University of Leeds, Life Courses and Family Research, took us back
to the Criminal Justice system. She stressed the need to foster good relationships as part of
ethical care in the criminal justice system and how this thinking relates to young fathers in
custody. Until recently research on teenage pregnancy concentrated on the mothers but new
research is investigating teenage fathers, a significant proportion of whom are in custody.
These young men are frequently disadvantaged, living chaotic lives before their arrest. They
lack the means to build good relationships with their girlfriends, who in turn may not wish to
see them or allow contact with their babies. The research project builds on the idea of life
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narratives alongside very relevant and basic support and training within a young offenders’
institution. It is early days and few have been helped so far but this may hopefully be a way
forward to break the cycle of absent fathers and broken relationships.
Leeds based social workers Bibi and Rebecca gave a useful overview of the process and
difficulties faced by social workers when they are involved in separating children from their
family. Working under the 1989 Children’s Act social workers have to pull together a large
quantity of information and liaise with other agencies if it has come to their notice that a child
is in danger of significant harm. Family members often feel at a disadvantage in a world of
professionals and with the best will in the world it may happen that in the accumulation of
data and the rapidity of the process the child itself is lost sight of. But however it may appear,
the child’s interests are paramount. The social worker’s role does not end with the separation
and after much hard work on all sides some children are reunited with their families. This
happy outcome is not always the case and social workers have to be robust and adopt coping
strategies to deal with the unpleasant and invidious aspects of their work. It was evident there
are no winners in the process and effects of separation. Much attention needs to be directed to
the causes of separation in all its forms.The next LQCJ Saturday seminar will take place at
Carlton Hill Meeting House on 17 August 2013, 9.30 for 10 a.m. start, finishing at 1 p.m.
Three presentations from an academic, the police and community workers will shed some
light on the topic of Riots. Hopefully this will not be too topical a subject!
For more information please contact Judy Kessler 0113 2624711 judyed.kessler@sky.com
*missingpeople.org.uk; free telephone helpline 116000 for both the missing and their families.

Quaker Criminal Justice Group, Saturday Seminars

RIOTS

Carlton Hill Quaker Meeting House
Saturday 17th August 2013
9.30am (for 10am) to 1pm
Speakers:
Paul Bagguley university of Leeds: Why are there riots?
Jon Pickles, Bradford police: How are riots policed?
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Claude Hendrickson and Lutel James, Chapeltown:
How the local community stopped a riot.

Meeting for Sufferings 6 July 2013
As the agenda unfolded it became clear that bringing Friends together was a major aim of the
day. The Sufferings Arrangements Group emphasised the importance of the relationship of
MfS and Area Meetings. They have suggested that Regional Gatherings should be held with
MfS representatives and alternates, Area Meeting Clerks and indeed any interested Friends.
David Olver was at MfS as a Trustee. He was very much on the ball. After the meeting he
offered Quakers in Yorkshire (of which he is a co- clerk) as a place for a regional gathering
for all the seven Yorkshire AMs. David suggests that a suitable meeting time might be 26 th
April 2014 at Sheffield Central Meeting, when there will be a QiY meeting held there.
Last April MfS agreed to ask Area Meetings and other bodies if they felt it was time to begin
a revision of Quaker Faith and Practice. This should include children and young people as
well as adult Friends. The Young People’s team are inviting young people of 11-18 to a
gathering alongside Meeting for Sufferings on October 6th 2013. This will be an exploration,
giving time to consult with the young people. This should be an opportunity to learn for all
concerned.
Representatives are asked to bring a young person or more if possible on that day. CYP staff
members will work with the young people and oversee them during the sessions
Representatives are asked to help with travel arrangements and act as the responsible adults.
Travel costs will be covered from Britain Yearly Meeting funds.
The closing date for applications is Monday 16th September.
Looking at the wider world: World Council of Churches “Economy of Life, Justice and
Peace for All”: You may ask why this paper has come to us. We are not a direct member of
the WCC. However we do belong to British Ecumenical bodies, e.g. Churches Together in
Britain and Ireland. When there are subjects like the above, BYM through QCCIR is part of
the discussions. And of course we have a strong partnership with WCC through the
Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme for Palestine and Israel. (EAPPI). Some of us might
feel might feel a little uncomfortable with the above paper’s many references to Jesus and the
use of verses from the bible to illustrate them. Yet we know that Yearly Meeting is part of a
worldwide family of Friends. Many of them are in closer relationship within the world wide
Christian Church than BYM and draw great strength from their biblical understandings. A
taste of the document:
Indigenous peoples racially oppressed communities people with disabilities, Dalits, forced
migrant workers, refugees and religious ethnic minorities. Of them, Jesus says: ‘Whatever
you did to the least of these you did to me’ (Matthew 25:40)
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And back home again: Since January this year seven Area Meetings have sent MfS
Minutes relating to welfare cuts. A number of meetings have been active in Food Banks –
some with other partners. MfS has encouraged Friends to act locally and with other people
possibly from other churches. In early June the Recording Clerk joined with representatives
of other faith groups to sign a letter asking the Prime Minister, and another to the Telegraph
asking for an apology on behalf of the government for misrepresenting the poor. In May
Ipswich and Diss Meeting sent a minute of concern to MfS titled ‘Morality in Public Life’. It
included the following:
We see frequent examples of behaviour which fall short of the standards of morality and
integrity which those in high places ought to be setting. We have raised our concerns with
our own MP and the local press with very little result.
In the same month Sheffield and Balby AM brought a concern about our Testimony of
Equality. They are worried that Food Banks may become accepted as a positive step rather
than a sign of inequality.
Survey of Quaker meetings re Government cuts: welfare reform: Staff at Friends House
would like to receive information from meetings about what they may be doing concerning
inequality and the welfare benefit cuts. This survey can be completed on-line at
www.surveymonkey.com/s/qwelfare. The survey ends on 31/8/2013.

To close: on Saturday May 11/5/2013 Lancashire Central and North AM sent a minute to
MfS. Part of it said:
“Poverty is a form of discrimination that we should oppose just as we have opposed racism
and slavery………..Many communities in the North West of England are exacerbated by the
encouragement of extortionate rates of interest, by the promotion of gambling and an attitude
in the press that maligns the poor by a false analysis that stigmatises them as ‘scroungers’.
The writer continues: ‘What sacrifice might we as Quakers be ready to make?’
Eileen Fowler (13th July 2013)

__________________________________________________
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Special LAQM Sunday 18th August: Adel QMH

Swarthmoor hall is a 16th-century house in Cumbria that was the home of Margaret Fell and
George Fox, early leaders of the Quaker movement. It is a significant place in the story of
the early development of the Religious Society of Friends. Now owned by Britain Yearly
Meeting, the hall is open as a historic visitor attraction as well as offering courses, holiday
accommodation and conference facilities. Full information is available at
www.swarthmoorhall.co.uk
The Swarthmoor Hall Project group is considering a partnership with the National Trust
which could enable the Quaker story to be experienced by many more people than are
currently reached. Individuals and meetings are invited to respond to this proposal by early
September.
The aim of the Special LAQM on 18/08/13 meeting will be to consider the various spiritual
and educational purposes, and community building aspects of Swarthmoor Hall, and how
these will continue into the future. If you are not able to attend in person, you are welcome to
send written comments to the LAQM co-clerks, Robert Keeble or Veronica O’Mara.
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Thoughts on Economic Mythbusters
An online course from the new economics foundation (nef) working with Quaker Peace
& Social Witness (QPSW) 14th May - 25th June 2013
“we agree to work with
others of goodwill to
achieve a better economic
system”
Minute 17, Britain
Yearly Meeting 2012
“the environmental crisis
is enmeshed with global
economic injustice”
(Above) The British economist John Maynard
Keynes

Minute 36, Britain
Yearly Meeting
Gathering, 2011

The course attracted some 300 participants of whom 50 were Quakers, organised through
QPSW. Three of us from Adel Meeting (Gill Brown, Albert Mitchell and John Murdoch)
attended the course, as a group.
Our Thoughts about the Course
We enjoyed the sessions and the recommended readings and links, learning a great deal about
the current economic debate between:




Neo-liberal economics i.e. the right-leaning economic view that has prevailed in the
UK for 30 years and remains the underlying view of the current coalition
government; characterised as a market-focussed approach with a minimum role for
the state
Progressive economics i.e. the left-leaning view that markets do not of themselves
lead to a fair or sustainable society and that the state has a significant role.

This debate underlies the choice of economic policy to deal with the deficit following the
crisis of 2007/8: is the current austerity policy working or fair? What are the alternative
policies? For Quakers, the main concerns centre on fairness (social justice) in the operation
of the economic system, and sustainability in terms of its effects on the natural environment.
Questions of fairness arise in connection with the distribution of job opportunities, wealth and
austerity in society, including taxation. Questions of sustainability concern the negative
environmental impact of modern society and the seeming absence of accounting for
environmental costs and risks in economic behaviour.
Although we learnt much about this economic debate, we felt that the ‘mythbuster’ approach
has its limitations. The myths are mainly statements used by politicians to sell their policies:
agreed, it is useful to look at evidence of what is actually happening in the economy and
question the claims that are being made or implied. On the other hand, debunking of myths
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does not necessarily lead to consideration of fundamentals or the construction of proposals
for coherent alternative policies.
Perhaps there is an underlying myth that has not been addressed: neo-liberals imply that a
free market is some natural ‘state of nature’. If only we could reduce government
interference, everything would work just fine. But a market is a social construct; it requires
many state-provided institutions and services to exist at all and to function fairly. In a
globalised economy, institutions associated with individual states – and their inter-working seem to be even more important. And behind all that, fair markets depend on moral,
trustworthy behaviour by the majority of its participants.
We came away with a feeling that, although economic performance is an important aspect of
our society, it is largely an outcome of activity – and policy – that lies outside economics
itself. Economic growth will depend on what happens in industry, particularly with regard to
innovation, education and training. Sustainability improvements will depend on innovation in
the technologies we depend on, and on changes in social attitudes to consumption.
It would be interesting to go deeper into what sort of capitalism we want to strive for (and is
reachable) and how the state can foster it, focussing on policies that engage with wealth
creating activity, where wealth is re-defined to include the natural environment and
distribution aspects (i.e. wealth for whom?) Creating jobs, especially for young people,
encouraging innovation, education & training seem essential. Quaker traditions in business
were built largely on trust: issues of governance will likely remain a concern.
Further Information
Reading materials were recommended for each session which, along with slides used by speakers and
recordings of the sessions, are all available on-line, for a month or so, on the following website:
https://canvas.instructure.com/login
(Contact one of us if you wish to follow this up – needs a password). We understand that QPSW is
making arrangements to put material online on the Quaker website. We have the reading lists and
slides downloaded locally: again, contact us if you wish to have these.
Related Quaker discussion can be found at:
http://www.quaker.org.uk/mythbusters
http://www.quakerweb.org.uk/blog/campaigns/economic-mythbusters/

Gill Brown, Albert Mitchell, John Murdoch
(johnmurdoch@ntlworld.com)
Adel Meeting
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Quaker meetings survey: actions concerning
inequality and welfare benefit cuts

Meeting for Sufferings has been sent several minutes from area meetings concerning
inequality and the welfare benefit cuts. The Meeting for Sufferings Arrangements Group, and
Friends House staff, would like to be better informed about current Quaker action in this area.
The clerks of Meeting for Sufferings have asked for a survey which will help to achieve this.
You can look at the survey using the web link (and we would be very grateful if you fill it in).
We hope you will share the link with others or let sufferings@quaker.org.uk know of any
difficulties. The survey has 10 questions and should take a few minutes to complete. We are
interested in your initial responses and no research is needed.
We would like individuals to complete the survey to describe what they understand as the
current position in their local or area meeting. This is not a formal request intended for
Business Meetings. It is an individual indication of activity and involvement in Quaker
meetings. We welcome multiple responses from a meeting. A printed version of the survey is
available on request from sufferings@quaker.org.uk or by phone from Peter Sender on 020
7663 1114, though we hope that most people will complete the survey online. The survey
will remain available until 31/8/2013.
The survey: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/qwelfare
Juliet Prager (BYM Deputy Recording Clerk)
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Leeds Area Quaker Meeting 14th July
A record 42 people attended our Leeds Area Quaker meeting on 14th July and it was a very
sociable occasion ending with a wonderful birthday tea –many thanks to all who made it such
a memorable 50th birthday for me! Our gathering started with Alice and Elizabeth telling us
about their experiences at JYM- Junior Yearly Meeting. This was followed by the main
workshop session on Homelessness and the Quaker Response.
Jill Page opened with a moving recollection of her experience of being evacuated on four
separate occasions as a child during World War II, in effect experiencing at first-hand all the
problems of homelessness with its associated feelings of loss and alienation. The brief
exploration of Jill’s history was a vivid reminder to the Meeting of the similar sort of feelings
and problems, albeit on a much larger scale, being experienced by homeless people today.
This was the focus of Robin Fishwick’s talk and was followed by a good discussion in
smaller groups. We were then informed about the work of St.George’s Crypt which provides
meals for 70 to 100 people on a daily basis. Overnight accommodation is provided for 15
people, but this is allowed to more than double in extremely cold weather. The Crypt
provides advice and training as a way of helping people move back into formal
accommodation and overcome the many challenges associated with homelessness, especially
alcohol and drug dependency.
Regent Terrace is the hostel for those not yet ready for the ‘dry’ Faith lodge hostel. The
Crypt also run a Food Bank in Armley and two charity shops. Everyone was invited to visit
St.Georges Crypt and see the work being done – Local Meetings are encouraged to arrange
group visits. We were also encouraged to support the new voucher scheme to help homeless
people access the hot lunches provided at The Crypt. The vouchers cost £1 each and full
details are to be found at www.stgeorgescrypt.org.uk
In her Meeting for Sufferings report, Eileen Fowler informed us that staffs at Friends House
wish to receive information from individual friends and Local Meetings about what they may
be doing concerning inequality and the welfare benefit cuts. The survey may be completed
online at www.surveymonkey.com/s/qwelfare, with a deadline of 31 August 2013.
We were informed that a revised Safeguarding Policy has been agreed by our Trustees and is
to be circulated. We also heard an update from The Leeds Jewish Quaker Dialogue Group
which was formed in response to an invitation from Leeds Jewish Community regarding the
Quaker Boycott of West Bank Settlement Products. We agreed to rename our Assisted
Dying Working Party (ADWP) which will now be known as The End-of-Life Care
Working Party. This reflects the wider context to which the Working Party is now moving
and may eventually result in a new Quaker Testimony, namely, one on Dying and the Good
Death. We heard about the deaths of two friends and welcomed two friends into
membership. Finally, we agreed to arrange a special Area Meeting on Sunday 18th August to
discuss the proposed future links between Swarthmore Hall and the National Trust.
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